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Introduction:
The USB DcMotors is a board designed to manage up to 6 DC motors and 5 analogic inputs.
This board is connected via USB port and managed by IOCP protocol.
The pcb design is the same as the USB Stepper with some different electronic components and
a different microcontroller code.

USB DcMotors:
The USB DcMotors board can manage Dc motors from 5V to 36V, up to 1Amp
(included maximum peak of 2 Amps), but if the comsuption is going to be more
than 1Amp for a long time, is better to put a heat sink, the board also manages
analogic inputs or potentiometers (dimmers). The motor's turning direction and
speed can be managed by PWM (Pulse Width Modulation). The power supply for
the board is the same as the motor, but never more than 36V.

Outline and components:
- C1, C4, C5, C6, C7 = CAPACITOR 0.1mF
- C2, C3 = CAPACITORS 22pf
- D1…D24 = 1N4007 DIODES
- IC1 = 16C745 MICROCONTROLLER
- IC2, IC3, IC4 = L293E INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
- J1 = USB CONNECTOR
- J2 = PLUG FOR POWER SUPPLY (5V..36V)
- J3, J4, J5, J9, J10, J11 = 3 PINS PLUGS
- J6, J7, J8 = 5 PINS PLUGS
- Q1 = QUARTZ CRYSTAL 6Mhz
- R1 = RESISTOR 100R
- R2 = RESISTOR 10K
- R3 = RESISTOR 1K5
- SW1 = RESET (2 PINS PLUGS)
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Connectors description:
• J1 = USB plug, it allows the conection to the computer directly, is full plug&play.
• J2 = Power supply plug, this feeds the board and the motors. The voltage is the same for the
six motors.
• J3, J4, J5, J9 and J11 = Plugs for analogic inputs (see outline details).
• J6, J7 and J8 = Plugs to connect the motors, it will use 2 consecutive pins for each motor,
leaving the pin 5 free in each connector (see outline details).

Connections:
For a better explanation of conection, see the next outline:

Starting the board:
We already know how is designed the IOCard USB DcMotors, let´s go now to check it and
connect it to the computer that will recognize the board inmediately as an USB device, SIOC will
too.
We will use a dimmer (potenciometer, only for test purposes with SIOC scripts) and a Dc motor
(one from a toy or a printer can be used).
We will connect all the elements as shown:
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Our motor runs at 5V, in this way we supply 5V to the USB DcMotors board (if the motor runs at
24V the board must be 24V supplied, but never more than 36V), we connect the motor to pin 1
and pin 2 from J6 plug (the turn direction can be changed from SIOC or changing the wire
conection order). The dimmer is connected to J3 connector.
1.- Run SIOC (last version), push MONITOR button and a screen will show where all the
IOCards connected to our computer appear, we then select the card that occupies us: IOCard
USB DcMotors.

It is very important to look at the asigned DEVICE number, in our example is number 50, for
configure and use the board, dimmers and motors.
Select USB DcMotors and do double click, (in our case IDX = * - IOCardUSBDCmotr - Device =
50), see the next screen:
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If all is well connected, the dimmer will show the reading of his position, we can move it to see
the changes (if the unused analogic inputs fluctuate too much we can put a jumper between the
center pin and one of the other two in the same input Jx).
The motor stays stopped but if we move the slider to one side our motor will start turning in one
direction and if we move the slider to the other side the motor will reverse its turning direction.
We see that the speed changes with the value of slider.

Software installation and settings:
To use the USB DcMotors capabilities we must have SIOC installed.
At the end of this document there is a link for download the needed software to practice the
example of this manual.
We will use the SIOC programming software to use our motor and dimmer.

Dc Motor:
The first step is to edit sioc.ini, to indicate SIOC wich board is active, for this we will edit the next
code line:
USBDCmotor=XX,YY
XX: represents the order number of the board on our computer, we numerate the board so we
can use it with the Device parameter in SIOC variables declaration. When we use one board
alone we can put Device 0, that says to SIOC that is the sole board connected. If device is 0
SIOC thinks that the board is alone (no more USB DcMotors connected) and is not necessary to
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declare the Device in the variables definition, but if we have more than one USB DcMotors we
should declare the device order to each board.
YY: represents the hardware identifier of USB port to wich is connected the board. This
information can be read running USBCheck.exe or the proper sioc.exe (upper right window,
page 5 image). This identifier is mandatory.
Examples:
1 board only, in device port 50:
USBDCmotor=0,50
2 boards, one in device port 27 and other in device port 50:
USBDCmotor=0,27
USBDCmotor=1,50

Analogic inputs:
If we want use the analogic inputs included in the board, we must set the next code line in
sioc.ini:
USBAnalogic=XX,YY
Using the same device numbers to set the card connected to port 50:
USBAnalogic=0,50
Or two cards connected to ports 27 and 50:
USBAnalogic=0,27
USBAnalogic=1,50
Remark that we are using the same device numbers than in the definition of the board, this
assures us that we will have access to the analogic inputs on each board.

Control script:
Once sioc.ini is set, we can access the board thru SIOC, to do that we must use a script suited
to the function we expect from the board.
We can control the turning speed with a dimmer using following range of values (the zero
position depends of each motor and can vary a bit):
Value Range

Speed

0→126

0→max

127

0

128→255

0→max
(different turn direction)

We will now create a script that will start the motor when we displace the potentiometer from its
centre position towards the extremes and will make the motor vary the speed, the turn direction
and speed depending upon the used value, 0-126 one direction (0 to max.) and 128-255
opposite direction (0 to max.). See the control script:
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// ****************************************************************************************
// * Config_SIOC ver 4.01 - By Manuel Velez - www.opencockpits.com
// ****************************************************************************************
// * FileName : Usb_DcMotor_test_velocidad.txt
// * Date : 04/01/2012
Var 0001, name Motor_1, Link USB_DCMOTOR, Output 1 // DC motor variable control
Var 0010, name A1, Link USB_ANALOGIC, Input 1, PosL 0, PosC 127, PosR 255 // Dimmer
{
&Motor_1 = &A1 // the motor change speed and turns as dimmer values
}
// End of file
We now save the file and open SIOC, compile and test the file, push CONFIG button, then
Config_sioc opens with a blank page or our last *.ssi used. We will create a new sioc.ssi from
our new file.
Once the new sioc.ssi file is generated, we run and test it for visualize the results:
If the potentiometer is centered and we turn it to 126→0 range the motor will turn in one
direction from maximum speed to zero and if we turn the potentiometer to 128→255 range the
motor will turn in opposite direction from 0 to maximum speed.
This ends this manual, we invite you to read the manuals of the others Opencockpits elements
and explore the SIOC software. We thank You for trusting us.

Links of interest:
Support area for clients:
http://www.opencockpits.com/catalog/info/
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